This contribution delivers two messages: 1) that the tests for constituents that are widely employed in linguistics and syntax textbooks are more congruent with dependency-based syntax than with constituency-based syntax and 2) that these same tests support the conventional analysis of function words, that is, the analysis that takes most function words (auxiliary verbs, adpositions, subordinators) to be heads over the content words with which they cooccur. The latter issue is important at present, since a recent annotation scheme is choosing to subordinate all function words to the content words with which they coocur.
Two messages
Most English language textbooks on syntax and linguistics rely on tests for constituents to introduce the concept of syntactic structure. Tests such as coordination, proform substitution, topicalization, answer fragments, clefting, VP-ellipsis, pseudoclefting, etc. are used to demonstrate the presence of constituents, and thus, the presence of sentence structure. The tests show that words are being grouped together into phrases, and smaller phrases are grouped into ever larger phrases, until the largest phrase, the sentence, is reached. The tests are very widely employed, so widely that they enjoy a prominent spot in the syntactician's toolbox; they are basic tools with which the syntactician works.
An interesting aspect of most tests for constituents, however, is that they identify much less syntactic structure than most constituency grammars assume. In this respect the data delivered by the tests are relatively congruent with dependency grammars (DGs), since by its very nature dependency-based syntax posits much less syntactic structure than constituency-based syntax. Interestingly, the DGs currently in existence rarely draw attention to this fact, that is, they rarely draw attention to the fact that the dependency-based understanding of syntactic structures is strongly supported by the basic tests that are, ironically, so widely employed by constituency grammars.
Tests for constituents can also be employed to shed light on debates about the best hierarchical analysis of various syntactic structures, for instance concerning the hierarchical status of function words. The tests are consistent with the traditional DG analysis of function words, namely that auxiliary verbs are heads over content verbs and prepositions are heads over their nouns.
This contribution draws attention to the two points just mentioned. It delivers two messages: 1) most commonly used tests for constituents are much more consistent with dependency-based syntax than with constituency-based syntax and DGs can and should draw attention to this fact, and 2) the tests reveal that auxiliary verbs are heads over content verbs and prepositions are heads over their nouns.
The data examined in this contribution are limited to English. This is due mainly to the fact that the most widely employed tests for constituents are employed in English language textbooks, applied to the syntactic structures of English. Section 6 below reflects on this aspect of the tests, considering the extent to which they can be employed in other languages.
Constituents
The term constituent is associated with constituency grammars, the morphological relatedness of the two words, constituent and constituency, being obvious. In this respect the first message delivered in this manuscript might seem contrary to basic terminology, this terminology suggesting that dependency and constituency are distinct principles of syntactic organization and that the constituent unit is not compatible with depen-dency syntax in general. I view the terminology in this area as a historical accident, and this accident has, in m view, played out to the detriment of DG, since it has obscured the fact that dependency syntax is actually more consistent with the data delivered by diagnostics for constituents than constituency syntax.
The dependency vs. constituency terminology as it is understood and employed today is perhaps due most to Hays' (1964) seminal article Dependency theory: A formalism and some observations. This early article seems to be most responsible for introducing and establishing the dependency concept and for contrasting dependency with constituency. Hays employed both terms, dependency and constituency, whereby he was emphasizing that the dependency formalism was distinct from the constituency formalism. The constituent concept at that time had already been long established; it goes back at least as far as Bloomfield (1933: 160ff.) , and it is associated perhaps most with the immediate constituent analysis developed by Wells (1948) .
The noteworthy aspect of Hays (1964) article is the terminology that he used when describing dependency trees. It is instructive to consider exactly what he wrote in this area:
"A SUBTREE is a connected subset of a tree. A complete subtree consists of some element of a tree, plus all others connected to it, directly or indirectly, and more remote from the origin of the tree… An IC [immediate constituent] structure and a dependency structure, both defined over the same string, correspond relationally if every constituent is coextensive with a subtree and every complete subtree is coextensive with a constituent. (Two structural entities are coextensive if they refer to the same elements of a terminal string.)" (p. 520)
The noteworthy aspect of this passage is the term complete subtree. Hays chose to denote a given word plus all the words that that it dominates a complete subtree.
Hays did not simply call the relevant unit a constituent. In other words, Hays was introducing a distinct terminology across dependencyand constituency-based systems. Had he employed the term constituent for both types of structures, the nature of the dependency vs. constituency debate might be quite different today than it is, since the terminology would have aided the comparison and evaluation of the two competing approaches to syntactic structures.
Other dependency grammarians who followed Hays realized that constituents can be acknowledged in both dependency and constituency-based systems. Hudson (1984: 92) wrote the following in this regard: "The general connection between dependency structure and constituent structure is that a constituent can be defined as some word plus all the words depending on it, either directly or indirectly (in other words, that word plus all the dependency chains leading up to it)." Starosta (1988: 105) picked up on Hudson's point; Starosta wrote:
"…and a constituent is any word plus all its direct or indirect dependents" Hellwig (2003: 603 ) is more explicit with his statements in this area:
"Contrary to other dependency grammars, the notion of constituent is endorsed in DUG [Dependency Unification Grammar]. However, it is a specific constituent structure that results from dependency analysis. Let us define a constituent as the string that corresponds to a node in the dependency tree together with all the nodes subordinated to that node (directly or mediated by other nodes). Then, any dependency tree can be dispersed into smaller trees until nodes with no dependents are reached. Each of these trees corresponds to a constituent of the sentence or phrase in question."
The three passages just cited agree that constituents can be acknowledged in dependency-based structures.
Had Hays (1964) used the term constituent to denote the complete subtrees of dependency hierarchies, the realization may have long set in by now that dependency-based syntax is much more consistent with most tests for constituents than constituency-based syntax.
Tests for constituents
The most widely employed tests for constituents in syntax textbooks are listed next, the order given reflecting the frequency of use: The other six diagnostics, however, are more consistent about the strings that they suggest are and are not constituents. They too are very widely employed. Just how widely is documented with the following lists of syntax and linguistics textbooks that use them:
Topicalization A large majority of these sources overlook DG entirely, only four of them have anything to say about DG: Borsley (1991:30f.) briefly mentions DG in passing; van Valin (2001: 86-109 ) grants DG more space -he devotes a chapter to it; Sag et al. (2003:535f.) grant DG less than a page; and Carnie (2010:175-8, 268f .) devotes about four pages to DG.
Using the tests
To illustrate what the tests reveal about syntactic structures, the following two analyses of the sentence Larry likes to drink expensive beer are used:
(1 Using the concept of the constituent unit established above (i.e. a complete subtree), there are six constituents in the dependency tree (1a) (6 nodes = 6 constituents) and there are eleven constituents in tree (1b) (11 nodes = 11 constituents). These constituents are listed as follows: Thus the constituency tree (1b) assumes five more constituents than the dependency tree (1a). A pertinent observation here concerns the status of phrases in the competing analyses. The phrasal constituents in the constituency tree (1b), those labeled with …P, are also constituents in the dependency tree (1a), the one exception being the VP likes to drink expensive beer, which is not a constituent in (1a). However, four of the sub-phrasal constituents shown in (1b) (likes, to, drink, and beer) are not constituents in the dependency tree (1a). These observations point to a key difference in how phrases are understood across dependency and constituency structures. Most sub-phrasal constituents in constituency structures are not constituents in dependency structures to begin with, whereas most phrasal constituents in constituency structures are also constituents in dependency structures.
Most The message currently being established is more easily arrived at if the points of agreement and disagreement are acknowledged across the two analyses. The dependency-and constituency-based analyses in trees (3a-b) agree with respect to six of the constituents shown. These six constituents are therefore not controversial, so the discussion can skip to the other five constituents, i.e. to the five constituents where the two analyses disagree. The constituency tree views likes, to, drink, beer, and likes to drink expensive beer as constituents, whereas the dependency tree views them as non-constituents.
The six constituency tests are almost unanimous in rejecting the status of these five strings as constituents. This point is illustrated first with the finite verb likes: An analysis in terms of VP-ellipsis is not available for example (5e), although one in terms of stripping is available -the star indicates badness of VP-ellipsis. The six tests mostly converge; they mostly agree that the finite VP string likes to drink expensive beer should not have the status of a constituent.
There is no reason to belabor the point. The reader can extend the tests for him-or herself to the other three strings for which there is disagreement (to, drink, and beer). The tests further support the dependency tree (1a); they agree that these strings should not be granted the status of constituents.
To summarize, the tests point to the meaningfulness of phrases: phrases can serve as topics, they can be replaced by proforms, they can be clefted and pseudoclefted, they can appear as answer fragments, and they can be elided. The tests contradict the existence of sub-phrasal constituents. Sub-phrasal constituents are an artifact of constituency-based syntax. Phrase structure grammars must posit their existence to maintain a constituency-based approach to syntactic structures. The fact that many of the most widely employed tests for constituents do not support their existence is a big problem for constituency-based syntax in general.
Function words
The message just delivered in the preceding section should not be controversial among DGs. The fact that dependency-based syntax is more congruent with empirical tests for syntactic structures should be a welcome insight. There are, though, points of disagreement among DGs where the tests can help. In particular, the tests can help decide points of contention when DGs disagree about the best analysis for a given structure. Indeed, the tests provide guidance concerning the status of many function words in the syntactic hierarchy. This contribution now focuses on the status of function words. There is, namely, some disagreement concerning the best analysis of function words among DGs. Certainly the dominant position in most of the theoretically-oriented DG literature is that auxiliary verbs are heads over content verbs, adpositions are heads over their nouns, and subordinators are heads over their verbs.
1
The USD position in this area does receive some support from Matthews (1981) and from the Prague school, both of which also subordinate auxiliary verbs to content verbs in surface syntax. Matthews and the Prague school disagree with USD concerning the status of adpositions More recently, a quite different approach to dependencies has been put forth. The Universal Stanford Dependencies (USD) (de Marneffe et al. 2014 ) is now advocating an annotation scheme that consistently subordinates function words to content words. Thus according to this annotation scheme, auxiliary verbs are dependents of main verbs, adpositions are dependents of nouns, and subordinators are dependents of verbs. and subordinators, however, since they position adpositions above their nouns and subordinators above their verbs.
In any case, the diagnostics for constituents discussed and illustrated above can shed light on the status of function words. In particular, they deliver strong support for the more traditional stance; they hence contradict the USD annotation scheme. The critique of USD presented below must be understood in a broader context, though. USD parsing actually advocates more than one annotation scheme; it advocates the unorthodox one just mentioned, which subordinates all function words to their associated content words, as well as two others, one of which is more traditional in that it positions most function words above the content words with which they co-occur. The points about function words established in the following two sections are directed at the former, more prominent annotation scheme of USD.
1 Auxiliary verbs
The traditional approach and the USD approach are contrasted with the following trees: The analysis in (6a) shows eaten as a constituent, whereas the analysis in (6b) shows has as a constituent.
The six tests mostly converge in support of the a-analysis. They mostly agree that eaten is a constituent: 
Pseudoclefting
Note that the example of topicalization should maintain the declarative force of the original sentence -the star therefore indicates that the sentence cannot be construed as a statement. Based on these results, one can conclude that the six tests for constituents provide no evidence for the status of has as a constituent.
Prepositions
The six tests strongly support the subordination of nouns to prepositions. This point is established with the following two competing analyses of a simple sentence containing a preposition: The traditional analysis in (9a) takes his office to be a constituent, whereas the USD analysis takes his office to be a non-constituent.
Five of the six tests agree that his office is a constituent: Pseudoclefting VP-ellipsis is not applicable in this case because no verb is involved. The other five tests agree that his office should be viewed as a constituent.
The USD analysis shown with (10b) takes the preposition in alone to be a constituent. The tests are unanimous, however, insofar as in alone is not a constituent:
(11) a. *…but in Tom works his office.. 
Pseudoclefting
Based on these results, there is no motivation for granting the preposition in the status of a constituent.
In sum, the five applicable diagnostics clearly support the traditional analysis of prepositions: they are heads over their nouns.
Subordinators and determiners
Reaching a conclusion about the hierarchical status of subordinators and determiners using the six tests for constituents is much more difficult to do, because the tests typically do not support any analysis at all, at least not when applied to English sentences. In this respect other considerations must be accessed to help determine the hierarchical status of these two additional types of function words.
Concerning subordinators (e.g. after, because, before, if, that, when, where, whether, why, etc.) , the fact that a couple of them also serve as prepositions is an indication that they should receive a similar analysis as prepositions; the subordinators before, after, with, and for also serve as simple prepositions. Thus since there is strong evidence supporting the status of prepositions as heads over their nouns, the same sort of analysis can be extended to these subordinators, and then by analogy to subordinators in general.
Concerning determiners, however, the debate concerning their status in the syntactic hierarchy is ongoing. This debate has split the syntax world into two camps since the 1980s: determiner phrase (DP) vs. noun phrase (NP). For the most part, the six tests for constituents do not shed much light on this debate, since they in general fail to identify either determiners or their nouns as constituents.
There are, however, a couple of limited cases that one can interpret as evidence in favor of the traditional NP analysis, a point now illustrated here using the sentence Susan's house is beautiful: 
Answer fragment
These two examples demonstrate that proform substitution and answer fragments can be interpreted as identifying the determiner Susan's as a constituent. The other four tests (topicalization, clefting, VP-ellipsis, and pseudoclefting) do not support these results, however. Furthermore, the answer fragment in (12b) can be seen as involving noun ellipsis (N-ellipsis); the noun house has been elided, leaving just the determiner. This observation weakens any conclusion about the constituenthood of the determiner Susan's based on (12b).
In sum then, the hierarchical analysis of prepositions can be extended to subordinators, since there is much overlap in the forms and distributions of these two classes of function words. Concerning determiners, however, the tests deliver only rather weak evidence for the position that they are dependents of their nouns.
Other languages
An objection can be raised against the reasoning produced above. This objection points to the English-centered focus of the diagnostics discussed. The data produced have been from English alone. This fact raises the concern that the conclusion may not extend to other languages, and thus the diagnostics for constituents may not be very insightful from a cross-linguistic perspective. This objection is conceded here, but only in part.
There are a couple of points to keep in mind when assessing the objection. The first is that the most prominent schools of syntax internationally have been founded and are/were led primarily by native speakers of English (e.g. Noam Chomsky, Ivan Sag, Carl Pollard, Joan Bresnan, Ronald Langacker, etc.) . The arguments and insights of these linguists are produced primarily in English, using examples primarily from English. Thus the syntax of English has had and continues to have a far greater influence on our understanding of syntax on the international stage in general than that of any other language. In this regard, the fact that tests for constituents developed for English sentences contradict the syntactic theories of the schools of syntax just alluded to should carry a lot of weight.
The second point to keep in mind concerns the sources that are using the tests. The textbooks that employ the tests are intended for students of linguistics. These texts are then used around the world in numerous countries by students of English in language departments at colleges and universities. Thus often the first exposure to syntactic theory that aspiring linguists receive comes in the form of textbooks written in English, using primarily English examples. This situation is suggestive of the great influence that these texts are having on the development of syntactic theory internationally. The message, then, is again that the tests as applied to English are having a disproportionate influence on the development and direction of syntactic theory in general.
The third point to consider is the extent to which the tests are in fact applicable to other languages. Some of the tests employed above should be valid for many other languages. This is particularly true of proform substitution and answer fragments. Most if not all languages have proforms, and these proforms can be used to identify syntactic structure in a manner similar to how proform substitution has been employed above. Similarly, most if not all languages allow question-answer pairs and the answer fragments that are produced can deliver important clues about syntactic structure no matter the language.
Ideally, each language needs to develop its own inventory of diagnostics for syntactic structure, based on its idiosyncrasies. Certainly some of the diagnostics above can be adopted directly into other languages (proform substitution, answer fragments), and others can perhaps be adapted in one way or another so that they can also be employed (clefting, pseudoclefting, ellipsis). When a given diagnostic does not seem to provide insights about syntactic structure, one should ask why this is so. The fact that the diagnostic is not helpful can then serve as an indicator about what is going on with the particular syntax of that language.
Concluding points
To conclude this contribution, two further objections that come to mind against the reasoning developed above are briefly countered. The first of these concerns the fact that diagnostics for constituents are fallible; at times the results they deliver are contradictory. This is perhaps most evident with determiners in English. Dependency-and constituency-based theories of syntax alike view determiners as constituents, yet most of the tests above fail to identify them as such. While this point must be conceded, at no time has the presentation above claimed that the diagnostics are infallible. Indeed, the tests are at times quite fallible. But what this contribution has claimed is that most diagnostics for constituents consistently fail to identify sub-phrasal strings as constituents. Since this is precisely what dependency-based models predict, the dependency models are preferable in this area. On the whole, they make much more accurate predictions about sentence structure with much less effort.
The second further objection that can be raised against the messages delivered above concerns the critique of the USD annotation scheme. No attempt has been made here to refute the main motivation for the USD scheme, this motivation being uniformity of annotation across diverse languages. Subordinating function words to content words establishes hierarchies of content words that are directly linked to each other, and these hierarchies are then relatively consistent across diverse languages. While this objection must also be conceded, this concession should not be misinterpreted, since this contribu-tion never intended to refute this supposed strength of the USD annotation scheme.
